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In a digital age, everything we create leaves an online footprint. Where in the past our important forms and documents were ‘backed up’ using carbon copy paper, we now must look for more technological
options – and make sure they are used.

 

3-2-1

The venerable 3-2-1 rule for backups states that you should have:

At least three copies of your data
On two different media
With one copy offsite.

This rule is good but needs updating for the modern context – for example, back in the day the offsite copy was probably on a tape, in a fireproof safe. It protected you not only from a localised disaster, but
also from malicious action.

These days ‘offsite’ copies are often replicated across the network to another building or the cloud. The problem with networked copies is they’re vulnerable to malicious (or careless) access. If a bad actor
breaches your network and your backups are accessible on the network, they can be destroyed along with your live data.

Instead, consider that this one ‘offsite’ copy must now be ‘offsite and immutable’. You don’t need to put tapes in a safe (although that is still very effective), but you do need to make sure the data cannot be
changed or deleted – even by one of your own administrators should their account be compromised (or they’re having a bad day).

 

Testing testing

If you haven’t tested your backups, you don’t have any backups.

Just because a backup completes successfully, doesn’t mean the data is recoverable.

Even if your backup runs a successful verification process, it could still be junk – it’s checking its own homework at this point.

Just because it read and wrote identical data doesn’t mean it was reading the correct data to begin with, or the data wasn’t part-way through a modification when it was read.

The only backup that matters is the one you can recover from, and the only way to be sure that it’s recoverable is to test it.

These days there are ways to automate many recovery tests, but a full disaster recovery rehearsal is the ultimate test of not just your data but also your processes.

 

To find out more about what Andrew discussed here about data backups, get in touch directly Andrew.quinn@waterstons.com
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